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A Seat Just For You
A notable member of the award-winning Very seating family, the Very Task  
chair is all about science-led comfort. Its patented lumbar support, with 
asymmetrical control, gives users an ideal ergonomic solution that enhances 
comfort and well-being. Designed by Michael Welsh and Nicolai Czumaj-Bront  
of the Haworth Design Studio, the Very Task chair’s top characteristics include 
its universal appeal, wide range of application, increased sustainability, 
fantastic scope of color, and innovative options.

Make sure to complement your Very Task chair with a range of Very seating, 
including the Conference, Seminar, Side, and Wire Stacking chairs, for a 
consistent aesthetic throughout your space.

Very Smart. Very Versatile. Very Responsible.

Very Task Category:  
Seating: Conference 
Best of NeoCon Gold 2010

Very Task Category:  
Seating : Ergonomic Desk/Task 
Best of NeoCon Silver 2010



Very Task

With 4-D arms, Very Task’s armrests are adjustable from side-to-side, front-to-back, 
and pivot in or out. The arms also adjust up or down in height. Also available in 
fixed-arm, height-adjustable, and armless versions.

The Very Task chair is available with asymmetrical lumbar support. The lumbar pad can be 
adjusted four inches in height to coincide with the user’s small of the back, and each handle 
can be rotated up or down to achieve independent and varying amounts of support.

Base Options:

Polished Aluminum
Metallic Silver 
Metallic Champagne 
Metallic Gunmetal 
Black 
Fog Plastic (shown) 
Black Plastic

Trim Options:

Black Trim
Fog Trim

Glacier Fog Snow Cocoa Black Slate Ember

Very Smart
 
The sleek Very Task chair provides 
science-based ergonomics, personalized 
comfort and design, and durability at  
a sensible price. 

Highlights include available asymmetrical 
lumbar support, supportive mesh,  
seat depth and height adjustment,  
and tilt-tension adjustment, as well  
as back-stop and forward-tilt options. 

Very Versatile 
From options that provide simple comfort 
to high ergonomic performance, there’s 
a Very Task for everyone. Whether you 
prefer neutral colors and a supportive 
mesh in a workstation or a vibrantly 
tinted, upholstered chair for the corner 
office — Very Task brings choices to life. 

Very Responsible
Always a conscientious choice, Very 
seating goes easier on the environment. 
The Very Task chair includes up to  
65% recycled content and is up to 98% 
recyclable. It can be disassembled for 
recycling quickly or returned to Haworth 
through the take-back program. 

Very is GREENGUARD® Children & 
SchoolsSM certified and BIFMA level™ 2 
certified. Very seating is sure to support 
your sustainability strategies and may 
contribute toward LEED® credits.

Available in the seven mesh colors shown and an optional back jacket.

For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
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